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MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to deliver affordable, accessible, relevant and content rich,
contemporary investigation, security risk management, and government fraud
control professional development on demand, to individuals, government and
corporations globally.

ABOUT
The Academy has worked continuously to develop relevant, content rich
qualifications to ensure individuals grow their careers. The Academy is a
boutique registered training organisation established in 2001 and we only teach
Investigations, Government Fraud Control, Risk Management, WHS, and Loss
Adjusting. We are not an RTO that teaches Childcare and Hairdressing as well,
we are specialists in our field. The Academy is successful at what it does and we
are proud to be where we are today! We hope you become a part of the
Academy as we hope for nothing but the success of your future in our industry.
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Course Overview
Certificate IV PSP40416
IN GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATIONS
Are you adaptable, enjoy a good challenge and revel in working on
highly classified and confidential matters? Then Government
Investigations might just be for you! This qualification is required for
those wishing to become government investigators and/or regulatory
compliance professionals.
Billions of dollars each year effectively vanish or never even hit the wall
in all government sectors especially in agencies that handle large sums
of public money, like taxation revenue and welfare payments. The
Government has to consistently mitigate the risk of the public and public
servants who defraud the system or even take financial or labour
advantage due to security or reporting weaknesses. The risk of fraud
also arises out of implementing new, large scale government programs
which not only hurt the bottom line of the program but effectively
Australian Citizens.
Fraud will always be on the radar and Government Investigations is one
of the most important and energising careers in the Australian
Government to date. The skills you possess and the knowledge you
gain from studying with the Academy will provide you with an inventory
second to none in this exciting field!
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Subject structure
6

9

+

Core Units

=

Elective Units

DURATION

450 Hours Online

Certificate IV

DELIVERY MODE
Online

START DATE

RPL

Whenever you wish!

NATIONALLY
RECOGNISED
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Available

PRICE
$1,995

Payment plan available

www.AustralianSecurityAcademy.edu.au

NO DUE DATES
The course is self-paced.

SUPPORT

From our qualified
instructors.

What you will learn
Graduates of the Certificate IV in Government Investigations will have a very
specific and contemporary knowledge base of government processes. This
would include an in-depth understanding of how government works, the division
of power, protocols, search and seizure, preparing a brief of evidence and much
more!

Employment may be sought in
the following areas:
Compliance investigation (health, standards,
transport, licensing)
Workers Compensation investigation
Fair trading & consumer affairs investigation
Criminal gang and organised crime investigation
Local, state and federal government investigation
Local Council laws enforcement investigation
Proceeds of crime investigation
Internal and external fraud investigation
Financial crime investigation
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Career Opportunities
Work cover inspectors

Court compliance officers

Compliance officers

Child safety

Rangers Local laws officers

Child support

Building inspectors

Austrac

Workplace inspectors

Customs

Transport officers

Marine park rangers

Fair trading officers

Fisheries inspectors

Treasury officers

Forestry and mining inspectors

Registration board

Integrity investigators

Investigators

Electricity & water suppliers

Loss adjusters

Tender monitors

Education ethical standards

Human resources

Financial crime investigators

Security risk managers

Emergency services (fire &

Private investigators

rescue and ambulance)

Accident investigation managers

Lottery and gaming

Auditors

compliance officers
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Subjects
CORE UNITS
PSPETH002 Uphold & support the values and principles of public service
PSPINV001 Plan & initiate an investigation
PSPINV002 Conduct an investigation
PSPINV003 Finalise an investigation
PSPREG003 Apply regulatory powers
PSPREG012 Gather information through interviews

ELECTIVE UNITS
Group A: Work Health Safety
BSBWHS201 Contribute to health and safety of self and others
BSBWHS301 Maintain workplace safety

Group B: Regulatory Compliance Specialisation
PSPREG004 Promote client compliance
PSPREG005 Assess compliance
PSPREG006 Produce formal record of interview
PSPREG008 Act on non-compliance
PSPREG013 Undertake inspections and monitoring
PSPREG015 Receive and validate data
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Group C: General Elective Units
PSPGEN023 Deliver and monitor service to clients
PSPGEN029 Value diversity
PSPGEN033 Use advanced workplace communication strategies
PSPGEN043 Apply government processes
PSPLEGN002 Encourage compliance with legislation in the public sector
PSPPCY004 Support policy implementation
PSPREG009 Conduct search and seizure
PSPREG010 Prepare a brief of evidence
PSPREG011 Give evidence
PSPREG014 Conduct surveillance
PSPREG016 Conduct data analysis

Your chosen electives will reflect your workplace requirements
or your professional level of interest. If you have any questions,
don't hesitate to give us a call!

START
START TODAY!
TODAY!
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